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data protection - legal changes  published in April 2020 

1 NEW GUIDELINES ADOPTED BY EDPB REGARDING THE PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA IN THE 

CONTEXT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

1.1 During its twenty-third Plenary session, EDPB adopted 2 guidelines on the processing of personal data 
were adopted in the context of COVID-19 

During its 23rd plenary session, held online on 21 April 2020, the European Data Protection Board, the following 
documents were mainly adopted: 

 Guidelines 03/2020 on the processing of data concerning health for the purpose of scientific research 
in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak  

The aim of this Guide was to clarify issues related to the use of health data, such as the legal basis for 
processing, further processing of health data for the purpose of scientific research, including cross-
border, and to ensure the exercise of data subject rights. 

 Guidelines 04/2020 on the use of location data and contact tracing tools in the context of the COVID-
19 outbreak 

The Guidelines aims to clarify the conditions and principles for the proportionate use of location data 
in order to monitor the spread of the virus, respectively the detection tools to notify people close to 
other people detected as infected. On this occasion, the Committee emphasizes that the use of this 
data must be done voluntarily by each person and that the person's movements must not be 
monitored, and the principles of necessity and proportionality must be respected in determining the 
measures for this period. 

1.2 On 28 April 2020 took place the twenty-four Plenary session of the European Data Protection Board 

During its 24th plenary session, the EDPB adopted three letters, reinforcing several elements from its earlier 
guidance on data protection in the context of fighting the COVID-19 outbreak. 

In reply to a letter from the United States Mission to the European Union, the EDPB looks into transfers of health 
data for research purposes, enabling international cooperation for the development of a vaccine.  

2 FINES APPLIED IN THE EUROPEAN UNION 

2.1 Poland. Fine imposed for preventing the Supervisory Authority from performing an inspection 

On the April 3th, 2020, the President of the of the Personal Data Protection Office imposed a fine of PLN 20 000 
on Vis Consulting, a company from telemarketing industry, for infringing the provisions of GDPR. 
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The Office's inspectors, after giving prior notice of the planned inspection, found no one at the registered 
address. However, the inspectors managed to contact the company by phone, and its representative informed 
that the inspection would not take place. Therefore, the President of UODO concluded that Vis Consulting n 
no way wished to cooperate with the personal data protection authority. 

Thus, the company infringed the provisions of Article 31 of the GDPR with regard to Article 58(1)(e) and (f) of 
the GDPR referring to cooperation with the supervisory authority. 

In addition, a criminal investigation is underway into this matter. 

2.2  Sweden. The National Government Service Centre, fined for violating the GDPR 

On April 29th, 2020, the Swedish Data Protection Authority imposed an administrative fine of approximately € 
18,700 on the National Government Service Centre for failing to notify affected parties in due time, as well as 
the Data Protection Authority about a personal data breach.  

The Data Protection Authority initiated an investigation against the National Government Service Centre upon 
having received a number of personal data breach notifications concerning an error in the IT system for salary 
administration. The error entailed the possibility of unauthorized access to personal data of both personnel of 
authorities using the system and of the personnel of the Center. 

The Authority noted that it took almost five months for the National Government Service Centre to notify the 
concerned parties and close to three months before the Authority received a data breach notification. 
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